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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Rationale.—The world of today demands more mathematical
knowledge on the part of more people than the world of yesterday, and
the world of tomorrow will demand even more. It is therefore important
that mathematics be taught in a vital and imaginative way which will
make students aware that it is a living, growing subject which plays
an increasingly Important part in the contemporary world.
Many high school students get a satisfactory course in
mathematics, but oftentimes, the high school course in mathematics
is pitifully low in quality and out of touch with mathematics as it is
known to the profession. The high school mathematics teacher who has
neither the time nor the energy to keep up-to-date has to rely on his
text to provide the students with the basic facts. If such a text is
mathematically and pedagoglcally sound, he will willingly, even eagerly,
teach good mathematics to his students. With no text, even the devoted
teacher is all too frequently lost.
Professor E.6. Begle emphasizes the need for the continuing
up-dating of mathematical knowledge, methodology, et cetera, thusly:
The present mathematics curriculum is out of phase with the
actual needs of our students as well as with the development within the
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field of mathematics itself. The problem of providing a curriculum
together with instructional material for all students, with their
varied Interests and abilities led several professional organisations
to concern themselves with providing possible solutions to these serious
problems.^
At the present time, there are at least four experimental
studies taking place in the Interest of Improved mathematics textbooks
on the elementary and secondary level. In 1957, it was recognized that
"general mathematics" was perhaps the most unsatisfactory of all the
mathematics courses offered, due largely to an emphasis on development
of skills, which should have been learned in the earlier grades, and
the so-called social applications of mathematics. The traditional
program at this level consisted of courses in which a great many students
found little interest. High achievers learned nothing new and were bored.
Low achievers, who had previously failed on the topics, found no new
2
inspiration in studying what they had already rejected.
This study was concerned with the general siathematics courses
offered at the high school level. High school is that point in the
educational mechanism at which a general mathematics course should
provide an adequate introduction to students who, in all probability,
will receive no further formal training in mathematics. At the same time,
^E.C, Begle, "Points and Viewpoints," The Mathematics Teacher, Vol.,
(December, 1958).
^Progress Report Ntimber 11, The University of Maryland Mathematics
Project, November, 1964.
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however, the general mathematics program should provide a good foundation
for students who will go on to more advanced work in mathematics, other
sciences, and engineering.
There has been the general lack of Interest and communication
with high school mathematics on the part of college professors of
mathematics and mathematicians in industries. However, with the advent
of the financial support of the National Science Foundation, and the
Carnegie Corporation of New York, this situation has been changed to the
point where there is a greater and promising degree of articulation and
cooperation between mathematics teachers of the secondary and college
university levels.
Teachers trained in the older classical approach to the subject
matter of mathematics would find an examination of a modern mathematics
text or a conference with a professor of college mathematics a distinct
help to them in understanding the study of mathematics as it is presented
in many colleges. The time provided for a typical secondary school
teacher of mathematics is little enough for his regular duties, let
alone keeping up-to-date in subject matter. Nevertheless, he should take
the time to bring himself up-to-date in the newer concepts of mathematics.
In June, 1958, the first formal session of SMSG was held, with
some forty persons representing universities, colleges, secondary schools,
teacher-training institutions, and industry, with one of the major task
of the group being the preparation of sample texts written to the proposed
currlcultim. A number of units were prepared, chosen for their mathematical
value, their interest to the students, and their importance to general
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educatlon. These> as well as other similar units prepared by the
University of Maryland Junior High School Project, with which the
9fS6 is co-operating, have been tried out in a variety of classes
during the past years. From those which proved both valuaUe and
teachable, the complete text was written.
In this study, the units of the complete text were utilized,
employing the technique of content analysis, to see to what extent
these units were included or omitted in the high school general
mathematics textbooks used in the high schools of Oglethorpe County,
Georgia.
These units which constituted the pooled judgement of authorities
and experts in the field were generally accepted as the established
criteria of the qualitative scope and depth of the mathematical content
deemed requisite and crucial to a thorough pursuit of the mathematical
discipline.
Evolution of the problem.--The writer's interest in this subject
was an outgrowth of taking courses in High School Modern Mathematics at
Atlanta University.
The writer, a secondary school teacher, naturally began thinking
of the boys and girls on the high school level. Are the high school
mathematics course offerings adequate? How adequate are the texts? Do
the texts afford meaningful material for high school students, or are
they limited to Isolated skills and techniques for solving only those
problems which conformed to standardized situations.
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The writer feels that this study will reveal some answers to the
above questions.
Contribution to educational research.--The writer hopes that this
study has value to the extent to which its results give some Indication
of the extent to which the field of mathematics has progressed beyond
some of the textbooks that are now being used. He further feels that
It Is beneficial to teachers of mathematics If they would consider
carefully and take steps to eliminate weaknesses and errors that exist
in some of the current texts. It Is hoped that the findings are of some
value to those who are charged with the responsibility of adopting
new mathematics textbooks.
Statement of the problem.—The problem of this study was to
test the hypothesis that the general mathematics textbooks adopted In a
Georgia County do not meet the criteria established by the School
Mathematics Study Group.
Purpose of the study.—The general purpose of this study was to
determine if the high school general mathematics texts are adequate and
consonant with the content-pattern of certain established criteria for
general mathematics. The more specific purposes of this study were
designed to do the following:
1. To ascertain the extent to which three selected and approved
textbooks conform to the content topics of the SMSG textbook.
2. To determine, if ai^ one of the texts studied could be
considered adequate for a general mathematics course
when the standards of the established criteria are applied.
3. To determine the number of pages of treatment given each
topic and/or unit presented.
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4. To determine the number of diagrams, tables, illustrations,
and problems used to illustrate and vitalize the subject.
5. To determine the per cent of pages each text devotes to
each topic of the SMSG textbook.
6. To formulate conclusions, implications and recommendations
which may have value for the improvement of textbook
selection.
Limitations of the study.—The significant limitations
of this study are:
1. Only general mathematics textbooks currently on the
adoption list for the State of Georgia and more particularly
on the textbook list for Oglethorpe County were used as the
sources of data.
2. It was not concerned with the teachers or the administrators
who select and use the mathematics textbooks.
3. It was limited to the topics and/or units of criteria
determined by the aiSG textbook.
Materials.—The materials used in this study were:
1. School Mathematics Study Group Textbook.
2. Basic Modern Mathematics Book One.
3. Basic Mathematics Book One.
4. Mathematics for Daily Needs.
Collection of data.—The data were collected from the textbooks
according to the categories of data called for on the "analysis-sheet."
The analysis-sheet contained sections for (a) the names of textbooks,
b) the total number of pages contained in the book, (c) the number
of pages of treatment, (d) the per cent of pages given to treatment,
and (e) the number of illustrations, diagrams, tables, and problmns.
Definition of terms.—The significant terms used in this study
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are defined below:
1. SMSG - refers to School Mathematics Study Group. An
organization financed by the National Science Foundation
for the Improvement of mathematics.
2. ’’Content Analysis" - refers to a research technique for
the objective, systematic and quantitative description
of the manifest content of communication.^
Locale of the study.--This study was conducted in Atlanta and
Athens, Georgia, during the Summer of 1967.
Method of research.—The research method that was used in this
study was the Descriptive Survey Method using the special techniques
of docximentary analysis to collect data.
Procedural steps.—The procedural steps used in conducting
this study were as follows:
1. Permission to conduct the study was secured from the proper
authorities.
2. A survey of related literature was read and summarized.
3. Copies of the textbooks were secured.
4. An analysis sheet was prepared for the data collected.
5. An analysis and interpretation of the data were made.
6. The findings, conclusions, implications and recommendations
were Included in the completed thesis.
Survey of related literature.--In the survey of related literature,
the writer was concerned with the essential polnts-of-vlew and research
concerning the role of the textbook in the classroom, selection of
^Bernard Berelson, Content Analysis in Communication Research.
(Glencoe, Illinois: The Free Press Publishers, 1952), p. 18.
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textbooks, and up-to-dateness of textbooks.
The quality of teaching Is greatly affected by textbooks.
Cronbach^ has suggested that about 96 per cent of all curricula are
based upon texts. Rudeman has pointed out that the textbook Is the
course of study In the classroom; and ^Nally describes the Impact
of the textbook upon the course of study, syllabi, and publishers
In these words: "It was the textbook writers, who, by their selection
and arrangement of content, both Influenced and created the curriculum
of the schools from the time of graded classes In the 1840's. Where
the lawmakers fixed the subjects to be taught, the textbook writer
prescribed the lessons In these subjects. When new subjects were
Introduced, the publishers produced the necessary textbooks. Even
when courses of study and syllabi appeared later In the nineteenth
century, these tended to follow the content In available textbooks
rather than vice versa. One obvious means of curriculum improvement
was the production of better textbooks."
In the early days of public education, the textbook, containing
the collection of subjects, alone determined the curriculum content.
There were a few Individual reformers who saw the educational program
^Cronbach, Lee J. Text Materials In Modern Education.
(Champaign, Illinois: University of Illinois Press, 1955), p. 207.
^Rudeman, Herbert C. Patterns of Textbooks Use - Key to
Curriculum Development. (Columbus, Ohio: Charles E. Merrill Books, Inc.,
1961)^ p. 403.
%cNally, Harold J. Improving the Quality of Public School
Programs. (Columbia Teachers College Bureau of Publication, 1960), p. 30.
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whole, but the textbook writer preparing publications in a single
subject area had the last word.
Today, curriculum Improvement is indirectly determined by the
objectives formulated by national, state and local educational
organizations. Since, however, these objectives guide the authors
and publishers of textbooks and supplementary books, these books
still largely determine the basic instructional material at all
levels.
The textbook, along with talk and chalk, is given a prominent
role in education. Although the textbook is a primary source for
verbal conmiunication, many modern textbooks Include a rich variety of
pertinent visualization through diagrams, charts, drawings and
photographs. The textbook is economical and provides the teacher
and students with an organized approach to subject matter.^
In too many classrooms, however, the textbook is treated as
the course of study. The teacher merely serves to translate the textbook
material, while the students are drilled as though its contents were some
sort of catechism.
Weaver says, "the easiest way to discover what is done, what is
covered, and how much time is spent on any one topic in the conventional
2
program is to examine the textbook used."
^Tanner, Daniel. Schools for Youth. (New York: The MacMillan Co.,
1965), p. 232,
2Weaver, Edward K. "Science and the Curriculum," School Science
and Mathematics, LIX (February, 1959), 138.
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Tanner appears to share the same opinion as Weaver, for he
states: *'Most textbooks at the high school level arrange the subject
matter in a logical and systematic manner that, conveniently coincides
with the subject-centered curriculum. Under this system, many teachers
find it easy to follow the textbooks, page by page, and chapter by
chapter. The curriculum is kept up-to-date by following the simple
policy of adopting new textbooks every so often,
Selection of textbooks
Today, there are uses for mathematics that were unheard of or
even unthought about a few years ago. Chemists and plQrslcists have
found new uses and interpretations for mathematics; biologists are
applying mathematics to the study of genetics; businessmen are using
mathematics in scheduling production and distribution; and sociologists
2
are using complicated statistical ideas.
To many experienced teachers, they feel the textbook does
not give them enough latitude. They feel that to use varied reference
materials and more than one textbook, broadens a course and widens the
perspective of students. A few creative teachers develop their courses,
year after year, without the use of any regular textbook. A textbook
for each course taught is still prescribed in several states although
the laws dealing with textbooks now permit adoption of several textbooks
^Tanner, op. cit., p. 232.
^The Resourceful Teacher. "Why the Heed for Modern Arithmetic?"
No. VIII, (Silver Burdett Company, Morristown, New Jersey) 1,
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for each course. Where this Is done, the teacher Is free to choose
one or more texts from the llst.^
It is not easy In some shhools for a teacher to abolish use
of a single textbook. If the school purchases books for students,
the control of the policies may be in the hands of central administrators
or the board of education. If students pay for books, their parents
very likely expect them to be used in the classroom.
If the teacher is free to choose a textbook, he should consider
whether the range of the book covers the topics he believes to be
significant.
Textbook deficiencies affect teaching in general, but frequently,
they affect the teaching of the sciences, such as mathematics, more than
other subjects. Textbooks used in many high schools are far behind the
recent advances made in the field of mathematics. A look at a generous
sample of mathematics textbooks reveals confusions and outgrown concepts.
Textbook companies and agencies responsible for instructional
material should be encouraged to upgrade and update all teaching materials
2
used for education. A recommendation on keeping content up-to-date, was
made by the committee on the NEA Project on Instruction. It states that,
"each curriculum area should be under continuous study and evaluation and
O
should be reviewed periodically." One purpose of such reviews is to
^L.O. Taylor. The American Secondary School. (New York;
Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc., 1960), p. 215.
^Education for Freedom and World Understanding. (Washington, D.C.,
U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare, March, 1962), 4.
^National Education Association, From Bookshelves to Action.
(Washington, D.C., National Education Association, 1964), 16.
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determine whether recent findings in the academic disciplines are, or
should be, reflected In the instructional program. These reviews should
utilize the knowledge and skills of the teacher, the school administrator,
the scholar In the academic discipline, the scholar In the profession of
teaching, and the informed lay citizen, with each contributing his special
competence to the total task. The selection of the textbooks for use in
the schools must remain the responsibility of the duly constituted school
authorities.^
Textbook committees are though by some to give too much
consideration to printed lists of cities, counties, or states in which
a book has already been adopted. In Newton, Massachusetts, the situation
is approached in this way: "Each school principal is supplied by the
Division of Instruction with a list of textbooks recommended by textbook
committees and approved for purchase by the School Conmittee. Standing,
cit3rwide, textbook committees with representatives from all grade levels,
are maintained in all subject fields. Committee membership is on a
rotating basis with classroom teachers as chairmen. Systematic annual
examination of new textbooks la carried on, usually in March and October;
previously approved books are reviewed periodically as necessary.
Standardized work sheets based on criteria and policies agreed upon by
the committee chairman are used by all work groups to the extent that they
are pertinent to the particular subject. Publishers' representatives are
2
consulted when it seems wise to do so."
llbid., p. 16.
2McNally, op. cit., p. 30.
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Multiple, rather than single, adoptions is the accepted practice
in all subject fields in most subjects at the secondary level. Approved
books are classified as basic or supplementary, the distinction being
that the latter will usually be ordered in smaller numbers.^
A yearbook of the National Society for the Study of Education
states: "There is no question but that those charged with the
responsibility of selecting a suitable text in any particular situation
are thus Influenced by the actions of other committees or authorities
in selecting those books. It is suggested that the primary responsibility
of any publisher is to assist those whose duty it is to select a textbook
by presenting his statement concerning his own offerings in terms of the
essential characteristics of the books themselves. The fact that a book
has been adopted in one large city may be a reasonable claim for attention,
but it should not be the determining factor in its adoption ii other large
cities, for the obvious reason that the particular characteristics of the
book which led to its adoption in the first Instance may be characteristics
which are of minor Importance or of no importance at all in the second
instance. Recency of copyright is another problem - insistence on the part
of those responsible for the selection of textbooks that every book adopted
must bear a recent copyright date. The editor of one of the companies
declares that teachers and supervisors are 'copyright mad.' There have
been frequent Instances under his observation in which books were refused
llbid. p. 30
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conslderatlon on the mere score of date of publication."^
Mathematics textbooks retain their youth better than do books
in almost any other field. A good textbook should not be discarded
simply because it has a copyright date several years old. But, even
in mathematics the changes in textbooks over a period of years are
extensive and significant.
Up-to-dateness
Whenever the word new comes into the picture, a certain flare of
caution burns Inside the person who has a hand in curriculum design.
Because an idea is new does not mean that it is good, nor does it mean
the opposite, that the idea is bad. Ideas must be tested in terms of
criteria that have nothing to do with age.^
However, each change should have promise of improving the
curriculum and,the entire educational program. Frequently, this means
retaining some or even most of the old and Introducing the best of the
new. The curriculum builder then, is careful to sift and screen before
leaping into something with both feet just because it is new.^
In spite of much debate and many reservations expressed regarding
the basic textbook, this device remains the chief resource for instruction
^The Textbook in American Education," Thirtbth Yearbook of the
National Society for the Study pf Education. Part II. (Bloomington,
Illinois: Public School Publishing Co,, 1931), p. 186.
^Fisher, Loretta B,, "How Curriculum Builders View New Math.
Ideas," School Science and Mathematics, LKIV. (January, 1964), 31.
3Ibid., p. 32.
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in many classrooms. A yearbook declares: "No proof is needed in this
county to demonstrate that the textbook is by far the greatest single
agent used in the schoolroom for the dissemination of information.
Regardless of what may be our belief in the importance of the thorough
preparation of the teacher, we must all recognize the helpfulness of a
well organized and informing book. It is not probable that any one book
contains the variety of subject matter which is needed in a child's
development. Any law that restricts the free use of approved books
may limit his opportunity for a broad training. This situation may
arise in those states that provide for the adoption of one book only
on a subject. A study of the literature concerning textbooks suggest
that such is the general opinion of educators who have investigated the
problem. The states future welfare will depend in part upon the type
of training the child receives. In this country, the textbook is one
of the essential tools used in training."^
There have been several efforts to revise the course in mathematics
in the high school. Some of these are still under way; some have received
federal money from the National Science Foundation to conduct studies.
Two major studies supported by the Foundation are the School Mathematics
Study Group and the Illinois Committee on School Mathematics. In both
cases, the objective was to make a complete study of the mathematics
courses. Including the subject matter of the course, demonstration problems,
visual aids, course outlines, textbooks, supplementary reading and methods
l"The Textbook in American Education," op. cit.. p, 186.
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o£ evaluation.
In the past decade, the SHSG issued textbooks which were the
results of a collaboration between university mathematicians and
experienced high school teachers. This Study Group Includes college
and university mathematicians, high school teachers of mathematics,
experts in education, and representatives of science and technology.
The general objective of the Study Group is the improvement of the
teaching of mathematics in the schools of this country.^
The Study Group further stated: ’’One of the prerequisites for
the Improvement of the teaching of mathematics in our school is an
improved curriculum - one which takes account of the increasing use of
mathematics in science and technology and in other areas of knowledge,
and at the same time one which reflects recent advances in mathematics
Itself. One of the first projects undertaken by the Study Group was
to enlist a group of outstanding mathmaticians and mathematics teachers
to prepare a series of high school textbooks which would illustrate such
an Improved curriculum.
Summary of related literature.—The review of related literature
made distinct contributions to this study. The literature revealed that:
1. In the early days of public education, the textbook containing
the collection of subjects, alone, determined the curriculum
content.
2. Today, curriculum Improvement is indirectly determined by the
^School Mathematics Study Group, Mathematics for High Schools,
A Report Prepared by the School Mathematics Study Group. (New Haven:
Yale University Press, 1960), 3.
^Ibid.. 4.
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objectlves formulated by national, state and local educational
organizations and accrediting commissions.
3. Objectives formulated by national, state and local educational
organizations accrediting commissions guide authors and
publishers of textbooks and supplementary books; therefore,
these books still largely determine the basic Instructional
material at all levels.
4. Textbook ddSLclencles affect teaching In general, but
frequently affect the teaching of mathematics more than
any other subject.
3. Efforts to upgrade the course In mathematics In the schools
are very prevalent. Some agencies have received federal
money from the National Science Foundation to conduct studies.
6. Two major studies supported by the National Science Foundation
and designed to upgrade content and methodology In mathematics
are the School Mathematics Study Group and the University of
Illinois Committee on School Mathematics.
CHAPTER II
PRESENTATION AND INTERPRETATION OF DATA
Introductory statement.--The presentation in this chapter includes
an analysis of the data gathered and interpretation of the materials in
this research.
The treatment of the data is consistent with the procedures for
textbook analysis as described by, "A Guide for Textbook Analysis."^
This analysis includes an account of the number of pages of each textbook,
the number of pages devoted to each topic of the criteria, and additionally,
the writer sought evidence of diagrams, pictures, tables, problems, and
illustrations used in the treatment.
The several topics which are components of the criteria for ninth
grade mathematics as considered by the School Mathematics Study Group are
presented in Tables 1 through 14 with appropriate explanations.
To achieve the purposes of this study, a page count and topical
analysis were conducted on each topic listed in the aiSG textbook. The
page count was conducted in order to determine the coverage the topics
received in each text. The topical analysis was conducted in order to
determine the organization of each textbook Involved in the study.
^"A Guide for Textbook Analysis," American School Board Journal,
102. (June, 1941), 23-26.
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An analysis of the subject matter was conducted to determine
the extent to which the topics were developed using the SMS6 textbook
as guide for comparison.
TABLE 1
THE DISTRIBUTION OF THE TEN TOPICS OF MODERN MATHEMATICS














Number Line 6 1.73 18 5
Numerals and
Variables 24 6.94 21 3
Open Sentences and
Properties of
Operations 47 13.58 166 19
Real Numbers and
Related Properties 127 36.71 288 19
Factors and Exponents 31 8.96 89 7
Radicals 7 2.02 29 8
Polynomials and
Rational Expressions 40 11.56 109 9
Truth Sets of Open
Sentences 19 5.49 50 3
Graphs of Open
Sentences in Two
Variables 20 5.78 29 8
Systems of Equations
and Inequalities 25 7.23 35 7
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Presentatlon of data In SMSG text.--The data collected on the
quantitative content of SHS6 text are presented In Table 1, page 19.
The data on the toplc^ treatment In SMSG revealed that the number of
pages ranged from a low of 6 or 1.73 per cent for Sets and the Number
Line to a high of 127 or 36.71 per cent for the System of Real Numbers
and Related Properties.
The topics open Sentences and Properties of Operations and
Polynomials and Rational Expressions were treated on 47 pages or 13.58
per cent of the text and 40 pages or 11,56 per cent respectively.
Among those given least consideration are Radicals and Truth
Sets of Open Sentences with 7 pages or 2.02 per cent and 19 pages or
5.49 per cent respectively.
Presentation of data In Modern Basic Mathematics Book One.--The
data collected on the quantitative content of Modern Basic Mathematics
Book One are presented In Table 2, page 21. The data on the treatment of
the topics In Modern Basic Mathematics Book One revealed that the number of
pages ranged from a low of 10 or 1.82 per cent for Sets and the Number Line
to a high of 37 or 6.73 per cent for Real Numbers and Related Properties.
The topics Numerals and Variables» Open Sentences and Properties
of Operations* and Polyncanlals and Rational Expressions* were treated on 13
pages or 2.36 per cent of the text and 31 pages or 5.64 per cent respectively.
Those given least consideration were: Radicals* Truth Sets of




THE DISTRIBUTION OF THE TEN TOPICS OF MODERN MATHEMATICS














Number Line 10 1.82 35 11
Numerals and
Variables 13 2,36 89 4
Open Sentences and
Properties of Operations 13 2.36 67 3
Real Numbers and
Related Properties 37 6.73 141 5
Factors and Exponents 16 2.91 174 7
Radicals ■ -
Polynomials and
Rational Expressions 31 5.64 259 2






and Inequalities 15 2,73 90 12
Presentation of data In Mathematics for Daily Needs.—The data
collected on the quantitative content of Mathematics for Daily Needs are
presented in Table 3, pagi 22. The data on the treatment of the topics in
Mathematics for Daily Needs revealed that the number of pages ranged from
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a low of 4 or ,80 per cent for Radicals to a high of 18 or 3,60 per cent
for Numerals and Variables,
TABLE 3
THE DISTRIBUTION OF THE TEN TOPICS OF MODERN MATHEMATICS AS














Number Line 9 1.80 22 6
Numerals and





Related Properties 9 1.80 66 6
Factors and Exponents 10 2.00 25 —
Radicals 4 .80 34 2
P^tpomlals and
Rational Expressions
Truth Sets of Open
Sentences




The topics Sets and the Numbar Line, Real Numbers and Related
Properties, and Factors and Exponents were treated on 9 pages or 1,80
23-
per cent of the text and 10 pages or 2,00 per cent respectively.
Five topics were not given treatment.
TABLE 4
THE DISTRIBUTION OF THE TEN TOPICS OF MODERN MATHEMATICS














Number Line 6 1,07 50 4
Numerals and
Variables 26 4,65 90 11
Open Sentences and
Properties of
Operations 12 2,15 50 2
Real Numbers and
Related Properties 22 3,93 108 3
Factors and Exponents 1 1
Radicals 8 1,43 30 2
Polynomials and
Rational Expressions — — —
Truth Sets of Open
Sentences 4 0.71 50 1
Graphs of Open Sentences
in Two Variables
Systans of Equations and
Inequalities 10 1.79 44 1
Presentation of data in Basic Mathematics Book One,—The data collected
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on the quantitative content of Basic Mathematics Book One are presented
in Table 4, page 23. The data on the treatment of the topics in Basic
Mathematics revealed that the number of pages ranged from a low of 4
or .71 per cent for Truth Sets of Open Sentences to a high of 26 or 4.65
per cent for Nvunerals and Variables.
The topics Open Sentences and Properties of Operations, and Real
Numbers and Related Properties were treated on 12 pages or 2.15 per
cent of the text and 22 pages or 3.93 per cent respectively.
Three topics were not considered in the textbook.
Sets and the Number Line.—The data collected from the four
textbooks for ninth grade mathematics are presented in Table 5, page 25
These data revealed that Modern Basic Mathematics Book One, and
Mathematics for Daily Needs, devoted 10 pages or 1.82 per cent and 9
pages or 1.80 per cent respectively to this topic which was only slightly
higher than the pages devoted to this topic by the criterion of comparison,
the SMS6 textbook.
Basic Mathematics Book One devoted 6 pages or 1.07 per cent to this
topic which was only slightly lower than the criterion of comparlson-the
SMS6 textbook, 6 pages or 1.73 per cent.
It was noted that all three textbooks contained more problems on
this topic than the SMS6 textbook, but one might conclude that all book
treataent was comparable.
I^egala and Variables.—The data on this topic collected from the
four textbooks are presented in Table 6, page 26.
These data revealed that Basic Mathematics Book One devoted 26
-25-
pages or 4,65 per cent to the treatment of this topic which was higher
than the SMS6 textbook. Mathematics for Daily Needs used 18 pages or
3,60 per cent in its treatment of this topic which was slightly lower than
that of aiSG textbook whereas Modern Basic Mathematics Book One used 13
pages or 2.36 per cent for its treatment to the SMSG textbook 24 pages
or 3,87 per cent.
TABLE 5
SETS AND THE NUMBER LINE
Number Diagrams
'■■v. Total Pages Per Cent Pictures
Textbook Pages Topic Pages Problems Illustrations









499 9 1,80 22 6
Basic Mathematics
Book One
558 6 1.07 50 4
Open Sentences and Properties of Operations,—The data on Open
Sentences and Properties of Operations as found in the four textbooks for
ninth grade mathematics is presented herewith from Table 7, page 27,
The data revealed that Modern Basic Mathematics Book One and Basic
Mathematics Book One treated this topic using 13 pages or 2.36 per cent
and 12 pages or 2,15 per cent which was far below the criterion of
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comparlson with the SHS6 textbook, which used 47 pages or 13.58 per cent



















Bopk One 549 13 2.36 89 4
Mathematics
for Daily
Needs 499 18 3.60 92 8
Basic Mathenatlcs
Book One 558 26 4.65 90 11
Modern Basic Mathematics Book One and Basic Mathematics Book One
were ccmtparable in their treataent of this topic, but not up to SMS6
standards.
The system of Real Numbers and Related Properties.—The data
on Real Numbers and Related Properties collected from the four textbooks
for ninth grade mathematics are presented in Table 8, page 28.
The data revealed that there ware marked differences in the
treatment of this topic by the four textbooks. The criterion of
comparison, the aiSG textbook, devoted 127 pages or 36.70 per cent to
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the treatment of this topic whereas Modern Basic Mathmatics Book One
devoted 37 pages or 6.73 per cent to this topic, Mathematics for Daily
Needs devoted 9 pages or 1.80 per cent to the treatment of this topic,
and Basic Mathematics Book One devoted 22 pages or 3.93 per cent to the
treatment of this topic.
All three ninth grade textbooks were below the criterion of
comparison, the SMS6 textbook.
TABLE 7





















Book One 588 12 2.15 50 2
Factors and Exponents.--The data the four textbooks devoted to Factors
and Exponents as expressed in Table 9, page 29 is presented below.
The material presented in tfodern Basic Mathematics Book One compared
to the material presented in the SMSG was Inadequate for presentation in a
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modern ninth grade mathematics course. This text used 16 pages or
2.91 per cent for Its treatment as compared to 31 pages or 8.95 per cent
In the SMSG text. Mathematics for Dally Needs treated this topic on 10
pages or 2.00 per cent. Basic Mathematics Book One did not treat this
topic.
TABLE 8
















Book One 549 37 6.73 141 5
Mathematics
for Dally
Needs 499 9 1.80 66 6
Basic Mthematlcs
Book One 558 22 3.93 108 3
Radicals.—Pertinent data from Table 10, page 30 relating to
Radicals Is present below.
Modem Basic Mathematics Book One did not treat this topic, where
as Mathematics for Pally Needs, and Basic Mathematics Book One, covered this
topic using 4 pages or 0.80 per cent and 8 pages or 1.43 per cent
respectively to the SMSG text coverage of 7 pages or 2.02 per cent.
Polynomials and Rational Expressions.--Table 11, page 31
29-
presents data pertaining to the treatment the four ninth gradenathematics
textbooks gave to Polynomials and Rational Expressions.
The SMSG text used 40 pages or 13.56 per cent In treating
Polynomials and Rational Expressions with 109 problems and 9
illustrations to enrich the topic, whereas Modern Basic Mathematics Book
One used 31 pages or 5.64 per cent to treat this topic which was lower
than the criterion of comparison, the aiSG text. Basic Mathematics Book


















Book One 549 16 2.91 174 7
Mathematics
For Dally




Truth Sets of Open Sentences .—Table 12, page 32/presents data
pertaining to the treatment of the topic titled "Truth Sets of Open
Sentences." The SMSG textbook used 19 pages or 5,49 per cent to develop
this topic. Basic Mathematics Book One used 4 pages or 0.71 per cent
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to develop this topic which was below the SMS6 treatment. Modern Basic






















Needs 499 4 .80 34 2
Basic Mathematics
Book One 588 8 1,43 30 2
Graphs of Open Sentences in Two Variables.—Table 13, page 33^
presents data pertaining to the treatment of the topic "Graphs of
Open Sentences in Two Variables." The SMSG textbook used 20 pages
of 5.78 per cent to develop this topic. Modern Basic Mathematics
Book One, Mathematics for Daily Needs, and Basic Mathematics Book One
covered none of the material in the SMSG text on Graph of Open Sentences
in Two Variables.
Systems of Equations and Inequalities.--Table 14, page
presents data pertaining to the treatment of the topic "System of
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Equations and Inequalities." Modern Basic Mathematics Book One, and
Basic Mathematics Book One, covered relatively little of the material
presented in the SHS6. Modern Basic Mathematics Book One, and Basic
Mathematics Book One, used 15 pages or 2.73 per cent and 10 pages or
1.79 per cent respectively to treat this topic. The SMSG text used
25 pages or 7.22 per cent to treat this topic. Mathematics for Daily
Needs did not cover this topic.
TABI£ 11
POLYNOMIALS AND BATIONAL EXPRESSIONS
Number Diagrams
Total Pages Per Cent Pictures
Pages Topic Pages Problems Illustrations










The writer found that there exist noticeable differences between
the ^SG text and the County adopted texts in terms of the ten topics
of modern mathematics, of the ^SG textbook.
Modern Basic Mathematics Book One covered seven of the ten
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toplcs. Mathematics for Dally Needs covered five of the tentopicsi
and Basic Mathgaatics Book One covered seven of the ten topics.
Modern Basic Mathematics Book One used 135 of 549 pages or
24.55 per cent for treatment of the topics of criteria. Mathematics
for Daily Needs used 50 of 499 pages or 10.00 per cent for treatment
of the topics of criteria and Basic Mathematics Book One used 88 of
558 pages for treatment of the topics of criteria.
The writer found that he would not consider any of the county
adopted textbooks adequate for use in a course in ninth grade modern
mathematics.
TABLE 12





















Book One 558 4 10.71 50 1
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TABLE 13
OiAFHS OF OPEN SENTENCES IN TWO VARIABLES
Textbook
Number Diagrams
Total Pages Per Cent Pictures
Pages Topic Pages Problems Illustrations
























One 549 15 2.73 90 12
Mathematics
for Daily Needs 499 — — —
Basic Mathematics
Book One 558 10 1.79 44 1
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TABLE 15
















Book One 549 135 24.55 875 44
Mathematics
for Dally
Needs 499 50 10.00 249 22
Basic Mathematics
Book One 558 88 15.73 422 24
CHAPTER III
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Rationale.--Textbooks in our school system play an Important part
in developing effective learning ^uations. Their content should show
careful, logical organization, and that organization must be clearly
apparent. Piecemeal, hit-and-miss instruction, should have no place
in mathematics texts. The content should show an orderly, definite
progression from one unit to the next one.
The quality of teaching is greatly affected by textbooks. Many
of the traditional textbooks used in high school today are basically
"behind" in recent advances in mathematics. Because of these inadequacies
found in our present day textbooks, the Federal Government has set up
agencies to dtudy the improvement of mathematics textbooks used in
American schools. It has not been determined which agency is best, but
the writer has greatest confidence in the School Mathematics Study Group
(SMSG).
This study was concerned with the general mathematics courses and
content offerings at the ninth grade level. A general mathematics course
should provide an adequate Introduction in mathematics to the students who,
in all probability, will receive no further training in mathematics. At
the same time, however, the general mathematics program should provide a
-35-
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good foundation for students who will go on to more advanced work In
mathematics and science.
The writer's Interest in this subject was an outgrowth of taking
courses in High School Modern Mathematics at Atlanta University,
The writer, naturally, began thinking of the boys and girls
on the high school level. Do the texts afford meaningful material
for high school students, or are they limited to Isolated skills and
techniques for solving only those problems which conforaed to standardized
situations.
The major contribution to educational research to be derived from
this study was the extent to which it reveals significant new departure
in the content and methodology, to the program of instruction in mathematics.
The problem involved in this study was to make an analysis of the
content of three general mathematics textbooks to determine if they met
the criteria established by the School Mathematics Study Group.
The general purpose of this study was to determine if the high
school mathematics course offerings were adequate and consonant with the
content pattern of criteria for mathematics. More specifically, it was
designed to determine the following: (a) coverage of the aiSG units,
b) adequacy of content, (c) pagination of treatment, and (d) use of
illustrations and other presentations.
The two major limitations of this study are the use of only three
general mathematics textbooks, currently on the adoption list for the
State of Georgia and more particularly on the textbook list for the
County of Oglethorpe; and, the fact that the study was not concerned with
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the teachers or administrators who selected and used the mathematics books.
The significant aspects of the research design of this study are
presented in the paragraphs below.
Method of research.--The Descriptive-Survey Method of research
with the specific technique of content-analysis was employed in this
research to give an objective, systematic and quantitative description
of the data.
Materials.—The materials Involved in this research were: (a) fhree
general mathematics textbooks used in the instruction of mathematics,
b) School Mathematics Study Group Textbook, (c) magazines, phamplets and
books.
Instruments.--The major Instrument used to collect the required
data was an analysis-sheet. It contained sections for: (a) the names of
the textbooks, (b) the total number of pages contained in the book, (c) the
number of pages of treatment, (d) the nvunber of problems, (e) the number of
illustrations, diagrams, and pictures.
Criteria of reliability.—The basic criteria of reliability for
this research were: (a) the representativeness of the sources, (b) the
objectivity and accuracy manifested in interpreting and reporting the
data.
Treatment of data.—The data collected through the use of the
analysis-sheet on criteria were treated with reference to the amount of
coverage given by each of the textbooks. The data are assembled in
tabular form and have been presented in Chapter II.
Procedural steps.--The procedural steps used in this study were:
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a) permission to conduct this study was secured from the proper
authorities, (b) materials which have relevance to the problem were
secured, (c) copies ot the three textbooks to be used in the study were
secured, (d) the related literature was examined, summarized and presented
in the finished thesis copy, (e) analysis-sheet was prepared for recording
the data collected, (f) the data were compiled and assembled appropriate
charts and tables and statistically treated as dictated by the purposes
of the research, and (g) the findings, conclusions, implications and
recommendations were formulated and incorporated in the thesis.
Summary of related literature.--The review of related literature
made distinct contributions to this study. The literature revealed that:
1. In the early days of public education, the textbook
containing the collection of subjects, alone, determined
the curriculum content.
2. Today, curriculum improvement is indirectly determined
by the objectives formulated by national, state and
local educational organizations and accrediting commissions.
3. Objectives formulated by national, state and local Educational
organizations accrediting commissions guide authors and
publishers of textbooks and supplementary books; therefore,
these books still largely determine the basic instructional
material at all levels.
4. Textbook deficiencies affect teaching in general, but
frequently affect the teaching of mathematics more than
any other subject.
5. Efforts to upgrade the course in mathematics in the high
school are veiry prevalent. Some agencies have received
federal money from the National Science Foundation to
conduct studies.
6. Two major studies supported by the National Science
Foundation and designed to upgrade content and methodology
in mathematics are the School Mathematics Study Group and
the University of Illinois Committee on School Mathematics.
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Smnmary of basic findings.--The more significant findings of this
study of the three high school mathematics textbooks were summarized and
presented in the paragraphs to follow under the titles for each book
examined.
Modern Basic Mathematics Book One; This text was closest to the
SMS6 textbook. Seven of the ten criteria ’’units" were given emphasis.
Radicals, and Open Sentences were not treated. One hundred and thirty-
five of the 549 pages covered SMSG material. This was 24.55 per cent
of the book.
Mathematics for Daily Needs; This text covered very little of
the SMSG material. Of the 499 pages only 50 pages were devoted to the
criteria "units." This was 10,00 per cent of the book.
Basic Mathematics Book One; This text had a page per cent of
15,73, It used 88 of 558 pages to cover SMSG material.
Conclusions and implications.--The findings of this study appear
to warrant the following conclusions and implications:
1, The county adopted texts are basically not concerned with
the structure of mathematics.
2, The county adopted texts are Inadequate for use in ninth
grade general mathematics as implied by ^SG,
3, The county adopted texts fail to meet the goals set up by
recent curriculum revisionists in mathematics.
Recommendations, - -The following recommendations are made based
on the findings and conclusions of this study:
1, That persons from each school, charged with responsibility
of selecting textbooks, use the School Mathematics Study
Group set of criteria or any other reliable set of criteria
to evaluate their mathematics textbooks.
-40-
2. Because students have different vocational destinies, the
writer recommends that teachers use a combination of
textbooks to meet the individual needs of the students.
3. In cases where teachers find that the content is inadequate,
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TABLB M(B)EL GUIDE FOR INTERPRETIITC DATA
Topics Total Number Per Cent Diagrams
Pages of Pages Pictures
Pages Problems Illustrations
Topic
The design of the Model is read thusly:
1) Column one contains the topics as listed In the 9ISG texts.
Column Two contains the number of pages devoted to the treatment of
the topic.
3) Column three contains the per cent of pages devoted to the treatment
of the topic.
4) Column four contains the number of problems presented with each topic.
5) Column five contains the number of Diagrams, Pictures, and Illustrations
Presented with each topic.
Number Diagrams
Total Pages Per Cent Pictures
Textbook Pages Topic Pages Problems Illustrations
The design of the Model Is read thusly:
1) Column one contains the names of the teKtbooks and In the study.
9^ Column two contains the total number of pages In the textbooks.
3) Column three contains the number of pages devoted to the treatment of
the topic
^ Column four contains the per cent of pages devoted to the treatment of
the topic.
55 Column five contains the number of problems presented with each topic.6)Colximn six ocontalns the number of Diagrams, Pictures, and Illustrations
presented with each topic.
